On-Campus Dining Options

Robert Purcell Marketplace Eatery (RPCC)
Breakfast (7:30-8:30 AM); Lunch (11:15-1:45); Dinner (5:30-6:30 PM). Open 7 days a week.
Closest eatery to Mews Hall (dorm)
CLOSED until Tuesday, June 12th for lunch

Trillium (M-F, 8:00-2:00 PM)
Large cafeteria; less than 5 minute walk from QS3. Weekdays breakfast and lunch only.

Goldie’s (M-F, 8:00-2:00 PM)
Small cafe in the atrium of the Physical Sciences Building; closest eatery to QS3 school. Weekdays breakfast and lunch only.

Martha’s Cafe (M-F, 8:00-2:00 PM)
Small cafeteria in the basement of Martha van Rensselaer Hall; less than 5 minute walk from QS3. Weekdays breakfast and lunch only.

Becker House Dining (7-9 AM; 5-7 PM). Open 7 days a week.
Becker House dormitory cafeteria. All you can eat. Breakfast and dinner only. CLOSED on Sunday, June 11th

Bus Stop Bagels (M-F, 7:00-3:00 PM)
Cafe and bagel shop; less than 5 minute walk from QS3. Weekdays breakfast and lunch only.

Off-Campus Dining Options

Mannible Cafe (M-F, 7:30 AM-9:00 PM; Sat 11-5; Sunday 11-8 PM)
Small cafe with good coffee and burritos; less than 8 minute walk from QS3. Weekdays breakfast and lunch only. DOES NOT take SummerBucks or CityBucks.

Various Restaurants in Collegetown
The following restaurants in Collegetown will take Citybucks:
• Collegetown Pizza
• Insomnia Cookies
• Asian Noodle House
• Calios Calzones and Wings

Ithaca To Go (delivery; ithacatogo.com)
~50 participating restaurants; does take Citybucks, and there are a few good options available